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Abstract
This thesis presents a method for determining earlier overlooked costs of development-induced displacement, to be used in the cost–benefit analysis framework. More precisely, the method aims to determine asset-and-income loss complementary, ex post willingness-to-accept for the first year of displacement. The method was developed within the contingent valuation framework and was thus implemented as a survey. Implementation was conducted in the Damnak Troyung resettlement site, by interviewing displacees from the Boeung Kak lake area, in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. The method was evaluated on the dimensions of method reliability, usability, and practicability. It is concluded that although the method needs further testing and improvement, it represents an advance toward determining all costs of development-induced displacement.
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1 Introduction

Since 2007, more than 3,000 families have been displaced from the Boeung Kak lake area in Phnom Penh, the capital of Cambodia. The large lake, located near the city center, has since been filled with sand to make way for an up-market real estate development, while the former residents have been displaced to small resettlement sites on the outskirts of the city. In exchange for giving up their homes, displacees received compensation equivalent to a fraction of land value. A number of families are still fighting for their right to proper compensation and the case has received attention in international media (Bugalski and Pred, 2010; Phorn and Zsombor, 2013).

Development-induced displacement (DID) arises in several contexts worldwide, with varying consequences for the displaced. Causes range from urban development projects such as the one in Boeung Kak to road- or dam-building in rural areas. Approximately 10 million people are forcibly displaced yearly according to a commonly cited estimate by the World Bank (1996), a majority of which in the developing world.

While seemingly unfair, DID is considered economically justified when serving the greater good, i.e. although a project might negatively affect some people, the aggregate societal benefits exceed the costs. This notion is formalized by cost–benefit analysis (CBA), applied by decision-makers when evaluating proposed large-scale projects. In practice, governments that bother with conducting CBA normally offer compensation to the displaced, in an effort to leave all affected parties at least as well off as they were before. However, compensation sufficient to meet this goal is not always paid out, as demonstrated by the introductory example from Cambodia and several other projects in developing countries (Asian Development Bank, 2007). This implies that some governments may only consider the net benefits of a project and disregard their distribution, or—perhaps even more likely—only the benefits accruing certain individuals.

Inherent problems with CBA include the difficulty of quantifying intangible costs for displacees, e.g. loss of social assets and psychological damage from displacement (Pearce, 1999). Consequently, they are often left out from the analysis, causing an upward bias of a project’s net benefits. The bias becomes particularly great for projects where insufficient compensation is paid out, where multiple risks of additional impoverishment are created (Cernea, 1999), increasing the omitted post. Evaluations of the aforementioned type of projects could thus easily lead to false conclusions regarding overall social benefits, even with the question of equitability set aside. Despite the frequent occurrence of projects involving DID, research on displacees’ intangible costs remains scarce (Mariotti, 2012).

1.1 Objectives

With this thesis, we aim to contribute to the development of a more complete method for measuring the full costs of displacement, to be used within the CBA framework. In particular, we aim to address intangible costs experienced by displacees in connection with development-induced displacement involving impoverishing compensation practice, as is occurring in Cambodia and in developing countries elsewhere.

While projects with insufficient compensation may not be desirable, they are at present
a fact of development around the world. In this thesis we hope to create a basis for future, more effective CBA that includes the costs of development-induced displacement more accurately. Such CBA could potentially be used by external observants to back up criticism of inefficient and unjust practice, highlighting displacees’ hardships. Furthermore, the method could serve as a basis for calculations aiming to determine appropriate compensation for displacees. Finally, on a more general note, we hope that our research could help guide coming attempts to determine the full costs of displacement but also that it could inspire other applications of our findings.
2 Current State of Knowledge

To determine what contribution can be made to CBA practice, we first review the current state of knowledge on cost–benefit analysis and development-induced displacement. This exposition starts with a theoretical foundation, then discusses displacement and applied CBA, and ends with current research on relevant topics.

2.1 Cost–Benefit Analysis

Cost–benefit analysis (CBA) is an economic tool that aims to determine the magnitude of the discounted net changes in social surplus that is caused by a particular project and, based on that information, to recommend whether to carry out the project or not. CBA is often used in policy making, especially in developed countries. Boardman, Greenberg, Vining, and Weimer (2011) provide elaborate guidelines describing the nine steps in conducting a complete CBA:

1. **Specify the set of alternative projects.** In this stage, one specifies all the different projects that are to be evaluated and compared. In practice, this is often a difficult task since the projects can be infinitely varied, creating an infinite amount of alternatives. One usually decides to analyze only a handful of projects. However, it is possible to analyze only one project relative the status quo.

2. **Decide on whose benefits and costs count (standing).** Here, one decides on which stakeholders have standing, i.e. whose costs and benefits count. The set of stakeholders given standing can vary from only the shareholders of a company to all people on Earth. Federal governments usually only give citizens standing, although this stance is continually being criticized and urged to give way to a more global perspective.

3. **Catalogue impacts and select measurement indicators.** In this stage of the analysis, one comes up with all the expected relevant impacts of the specific project and determines the relevant measurement indicators. In order for an impact to be included it has to be caused, directly or indirectly, by the project.

4. **Predict the impacts quantitatively over the life of the project.** In this stage, one quantifies the impacts specified in stage three and estimates at which points in time they will occur.

5. **Monetize (attach dollar values to) all impacts.** Here, one uses the measurement indicators from stage three in combination with the chronological segmentation of impacts from stage four and monetizes the impacts. This, of course, requires (sometimes resourceful) ways of transforming the physical measurements into monetary terms. As will be elaborated on later, benefits are monetized by measuring stakeholders’ willingness-to-pay (WTP) for a perceived benefit and costs by measuring their willingness-to-accept (WTA) for a perceived cost.
6. **Discount benefits and costs to obtain present values.** In this step of the analysis, one discounts future costs and benefits to their present values (PV), to allow for comparison between those occurring at different points in time. Discounting is needed since people tend to attach greater weight to impacts occurring close in time, compared to future, uncertain impacts. The PV of benefits and costs can be written, respectively, as follows:

\[
PV(B) = \sum_{t=0}^{n} \frac{B_t}{(1 + s)^t}, \quad \text{(2.1)}
\]

and

\[
PV(C) = \sum_{t=0}^{n} \frac{C_t}{(1 + s)^t}, \quad \text{(2.2)}
\]

where PV denotes present value, \(B\) and \(C\) are benefits and costs respectively, \(t\) is the year in which a cost or benefit occurs, \(n\) is the number of years for which costs or benefits attributable to the project continue to occur, and \(s\) is the social discount rate. The social discount rate is subject to extensive deliberation, outside the scope of this thesis.

7. **Compute the net present value (NPV) of each alternative.** The NPV of a specific project is calculated as follows:

\[
NPV(B, C) = PV(B) - PV(C). \quad \text{(2.3)}
\]

This net present value is equal to the discounted net changes in social surplus.

8. **Perform sensitivity analysis.** Understandably, estimations of the magnitude of the costs and benefits as well as of the points in time in which they occur are usually subject to a great deal of uncertainty. Therefore, one should perform a sensitivity analysis, assessing how changes in these estimations affect the NPV of the project in question.

9. **Make a recommendation.** At this final stage, one makes a recommendation on which project to choose based on which project has the highest calculated NPV.

The above stages describe the CBA procedure. In order to understand its widespread popularity and how the final decision rule is justified, one has to appreciate the conceptual foundations on which the CBA framework rests.

### 2.2 Conceptual Foundations of CBA

Pareto efficiency is a cornerstone of welfare economics and, in particular, of CBA ([Kanbur, 2003](#Kanbur2003); [Boardman et al., 2011](#Boardman2011)). [Boardman et al., 2011] (pp. 27–28) define the term as follows: an “allocation of goods is Pareto efficient if no alternative allocation can make at least one person better off without making anyone else worse off.” [Kanbur, 2003, p. 27] explains further that a “Pareto improvement” takes place when, compared to the status
*quo ex ante*, at least one individual is made better off and *no individual is made worse off.* The terms better off and worse off refer to individual utility, i.e. not necessarily physical goods or money.

Even though a Pareto improvement with resulting Pareto efficiency seems highly desirable, it does not form the basis of CBA—probably because it is very conservative in the sense that it obstructs redistribution of wealth from the rich to the poor and is impossible for any project to guarantee in practice (Kanbur [2003]). Instead, CBA is based on the so-called compensation criterion, or the Kaldor–Hicks criterion. Boardman et al. (2011, p. 32) define it as follows: a “policy should be adopted if and only if those who will gain can fully compensate those who will lose and still be better off.” Or put another way: as long as the aggregate benefits of a policy exceed the aggregate costs, it should be adopted, no matter if some people will be worse off as a result. One can instantly see why this loosened criterion is easier to meet: most projects will have losers.

The compensation criterion, not prescribing actual compensation to be paid out but only that it should be theoretically possible to make no one worse off, is subject to extensive debate. The reason for this debate is that the compensation criterion separates the concepts (Pareto) efficiency and equity, the latter being a concept of economic fairness and equality, concerned with the distribution of wealth. The founders of the criterion, Kaldor and Hicks, both meant that economics should be used for normative purposes only, not prescriptive (Garikipati [2010]). This stance is contrasted by some economists today whose opinion can be summarized by Garikipati (2010, p. 187) in the following way: “such a position is untenable as soon as we leave the abstract world of normative analysis and enter the practical world of policy, where the use of some value judgment becomes an imperative.”

Upon accepting the compensation criterion, we have implicitly assumed that money can theoretically be passed from winning to losing stakeholders so that the losing stakeholders’ utility would be fully compensated, without much concern as to why that would be the case. A reasonable objection would be that money cannot buy a person’s happiness. In order to explain why this, formally, is still the case, one must define WTP and WTA, which are derived from Hicks’ so-called compensation variation (Garikipati [2010]). Horowitz and McConnell (2003) define WTP and WTA for an individual that would benefit from a policy as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u(w - \text{WTP}, 1) &= u(w, 0), \\
    u(w + \text{WTA}, 0) &= u(w, 1),
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( u \) is an individual’s utility function, \( w \) is the individual’s wealth, and the second independent variable in the utility function assumes the value 0 if a specific policy is not adopted and 1 if that same policy is adopted.\(^1\)

Hence, for an individual that benefits from a policy, WTP defines the maximum amount of money the individual would be willing

---

\(^1\)In place of the second independent variable, Horowitz and McConnell (2003) actually use a continuous variable denoting a generic good to be rationed. To simplify, we present a special case with two discrete possible values.
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to pay for its adoption whereas WTA defines the minimum amount of money the person
would settle with in order to accept its rejection.

Analogously, assuming that the policy inflicts a cost on an individual, a change of variable\(^2\) yields the following equations for that individual’s WTA and WTP:

\[ u(w + \text{WTA}, 1) = u(w, 0), \]

and

\[ u(w - \text{WTP}, 0) = u(w, 1), \]

where the notation is the same as in equations 2.4 and 2.5. Hence, for an individual
that experiences a cost due to a policy, WTA defines the minimum amount of money the
individual would settle with in order to accept its adoption whereas WTP defines the
maximum amount of money the individual would be willing to pay for its rejection.

Consequently, what determines a person’s WTP and WTA is (1) the magnitude of the
experienced change in utility caused by the adoption of the policy and (2) their individual
experienced utility of money. By definition, individuals are indifferent to the adoption of
the policy given that they pay their WTP or are compensated with their WTA. Although
both WTP and WTA apparently can be used to measure both an individual’s experienced
cost or benefit, the formal definition of a benefit included in CBA is WTP whereas the
formal definition of a cost included in CBA is WTA (as noted in step 5 of section 2.1
above). Given these definitions and equations 2.4 and 2.6 as long as the aggregate WTP
for a project is greater than the aggregate WTA for the same project, a redistribution
of money could make at least one person better off, and everyone else at least as well
off, as before the project was implemented. Hence, the project entails a potential Pareto
improvement. The rationale behind WTP and WTA can also be found in a regular
supply and demand diagram where WTP is represented by the demand curve and WTA
is represented by the supply curve. The aggregate difference between supply and demand
curves up until the produced quantity of the good in question, or in other words the area
between the two curves, is called the social surplus. Consequently, as long as aggregate
WTP is greater than aggregate WTA there is a social surplus. As was stated in step 7 of
section 2.1 what CBA is measuring is in fact a discounted net change in social surplus
(Boardman et al., 2011).

According to Boardman et al. (2011), among others, there should be little difference
between a given person’s WTP and WTA attributable to a particular policy. However,
Horowitz and McConnell (2003) conducted a meta-study of 45 empirical studies com-
paring WTA and WTP and found that WTA is on average around 7 times higher than
WTP. Conceptually, it is not difficult to realize that the mere fact that WTP is bounded
by a person’s wealth while WTA is not, inevitably leads to disparity between the two
concepts, especially when the person is poor (Garikipati, 2010). Furthermore, assuming
a quickly diminishing marginal utility of money and a small personal wealth, the same
amount of money produces different changes in experienced utility depending on whether
it is subtracted or added to the wealth. Other potential explanations can be found, in

\(^2\)WTP = −WTA.
e.g. ordinal utility theory, loss aversion, and price flexibilities of income (Ahlheim and Buchholz, 2000), but further discussion is outside the scope of this thesis. This discrepancy calls for a clear distinction between WTP and WTA, especially when the person in question is poor (Garikipati, 2010).

Different techniques for measuring WTP and WTA have been developed over the years. An easy way to estimate WTP and WTA, if there is a perfectly competitive market for the good affected by a specific policy, is to use the good’s market price (Boardman et al., 2011). However, a market is in many cases not readily available. In cases where the good in question is non-marketed or there are significant externalities causing a market failure, there is thus a need for other techniques for estimating people’s WTP and WTA.

One way to approach this problem is to value a project’s impacts from people’s observed behavior, or revealed preferences. The rationale behind such methods is to observe people’s behavior in indirectly demanding or supplying a non-marketed good and to in that way deduce their preferences in monetary terms. Boardman et al. (2011) mention several general methods in this category, e.g. the trade-off method which measures the opportunity cost of a person’s efforts to enjoy or avoid a specific non-marketed good, thereby estimating the person’s WTP. Other methods include the asset valuation method—in which changes in a market value of a good are attributed to a project, e.g. houses close to a proposed dam losing value—and the hedonic pricing method—in which one uses linear regression to determine the part of price variations of a marketed good that is attributable to variations in exposure to a non-marketed good, e.g. how house values vary with proximity to a lake (Boardman et al., 2011). However, these techniques are only effective for measuring WTP. They also demand (1) that there are marketed goods whose prices are clearly affected by the non-marketed good of interest, and (2) that there are sufficient data on prices of the affected marketed goods, and their level of exposure to the non-marketed good of interest.

2.3 The Contingent Valuation Method

In order to remedy the shortfalls of revealed preferences methods, economists have developed a method that makes use of people’s stated preferences in trying to elicit their WTP or WTA. This method is called the contingent valuation method (CVM) and uses surveys in which respondents get to directly state what they would be willing to pay or accept for a specific good in a hypothetical scenario (Garikipati, 2010). The name stems from the fact that responses are contingent on the scenario described to survey respondents (Hoyos and Mariel, 2010). CVM has mainly been used in environmental economics, and is the most common technique in eliciting the total value of a non-marketed good, i.e. including its ‘passive-use’ value (Carson and Hanemann, 2005). In practice, in a CVM survey, respondents are often asked to state their WTP in terms of taxes for a policy preventing environmental damages. The method gained widespread approval after 1993 (Hoyos and Mariel, 2010) when Arrow, Solow, Portney, Leamer, Radner, and Schuman (1993), under the authority of the (American) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), analyzed all previous works on CVM and concluded that “CV[M] studies can produce estimates reliable enough to be the starting point for a judicial or administrative...
determination of natural resource damages including lost passive-use value” [Arrow et al. (1993, p. 4610)].

There is a range of different elicitation procedures—ways in which respondents are asked to state their preferences—and they can be categorized in various ways. For example, Carson and Louviere (2011, p. 545) state that the two major classes are the matching methods, whereby a dollar value is matched to a good, and the so-called discrete choice experiments that “effectively ask respondents to pick their most preferred alternative from a set of options,” while Boardman et al. (2011) make a distinction between non-referendum and referendum methods. The non-referendum methods include the open-ended WTP method—the earliest method to be used in CVM—which involves asking the respondent an open-ended question about their valuation of a specific good. The method has dropped out of favor since respondents seem to need “initial guidance on valuation” (Boardman et al., 2011, p. 374). Another non-referendum method is the closed-ended iterative bidding method, which involves the interviewer making a hypothetical bid, which the respondent accepts or rejects. The bidding amount is then adjusted until the respondent changes their original answer and in that way reveals their WTP or WTA. The referendum methods include the dichotomous choice method, in which respondents are faced with a take-it-or-leave-it offer. Since this method only elicits information about whether people value a good higher or lower than the offered amount, the sample size needs to be large in order to make inferences about actual WTP or WTA. As a remedy to this impracticality, economists developed the double bounded dichotomous choice method, in which the respondent is faced with two offers, the second of which depends on if the respondent accepted or rejected the first offer (Boardman et al., 2011).

CVM has been subjected to massive criticism upon being adopted as a measurement tool in economic analysis, the main doubt addressing the reliability of a method that simply asks respondents how they value a specific good. Indeed, CVM in general and its above-mentioned incarnations are all subject to several potential issues and biases. The most fundamental issue in asking respondents about a valuation contingent on a hypothetical context is whether they understand the scenario presented to them. The problem of hypotheticality—comprising understanding, meaning, and context—might produce both extensive variance in responses and a biased result (Boardman et al., 2011).

Boardman et al. (2011) make account of a number of further biases that might affect the results of a CVM study, including non-commitment bias (whereby respondents often overstate their valuation because the transaction is not actually going to take place, i.e. they need not commit), order effects (whereby the valuation is affected by the order in which the scenario is presented), embedding effects (whereby the valuation is not sensitive to the magnitude of hypothetic impacts), interviewer bias (whereby interviewers in some way affect the results, i.e. by misleading respondents or reporting false answers), and neutrality issues (whereby respondents are not given the ‘whole picture,’ i.e. the survey instrument is not neutral enough). Another common worry is strategic response, i.e. respondents answering questions strategically in order to influence a policy outcome instead of stating their actual WTP or WTA. Furthermore, CVM inherits general survey problems such as sampling bias: care must be taken as not to distort the statistical sample.
Proponents of CVM have answered the criticism in part by pointing out opponents’ seeming misconceptions but also by arguing for methodical improvements that would provide mitigation of the issues and biases. Arrow et al. (1993) include guidelines for how to best conduct a CVM study, answering criticism and presented so as to ensure the quality of results. The guidelines prescribe that “respondents be carefully informed about the particular environmental damage to be valued, and about the full extent of substitutes and undamaged alternatives available. In willingness to pay scenarios, the payment vehicle must be presented fully and clearly, with the relevant budget constraint emphasized. The payment scenario should be convincingly described, preferably in a referendum context, because most respondents will have had experience with referendum ballots with less-than-perfect background information” Arrow et al. (1993, p. 4610). As can be noted, these guidelines only concern valuation of environmental damage and policies aiming to prevent it.

2.4 Applied CBA in Cases with Displacement

Urban redevelopment, major international events, and development and infrastructure projects such as dams or highways are all cases where CBA can be applied—and all reasons with which states legitimize large-scale displacement of people from their homes. This phenomenon is called development-induced displacement (DID) and occurrence is widespread and increasing all over the world (Olds et al. 2002). According to an old estimate by the World Bank (1996), around 10 million people are affected by DID yearly: figures adding up to 40–80 million affected by the construction of dams up until 2000 (World Commission on Dams 2000), or up to 60 million overall in India alone until 2004 (Fernandes 2010).

CBA is of relevance in all of these contexts: true to its purpose, it can determine whether such projects would cause a net social benefit, despite the costs borne by the displaced. In fact, in the developed world, a vast majority of countries routinely use CBA in decision-making regarding large projects (Boardman et al. 2011). However, this practice is not widespread in developing countries (Livermore and Revesz 2013, p. xiv).

The economic literature holds some examples of CBA application in cases of displacement in a developing country context. Orapan (2003) performs a CBA on three scenarios of potential displacement of farmers living inside a national park in Thailand. All scenarios are evaluated on changing conditions of production, changing conditions of collection of natural resources, and other economic impacts, as well as environmental damages and preservation benefits.

However, Orapan (2003) does not include posts relating to other non-marketed goods other than those concerning the environment, which, too, are often left out from CBA. Indeed, Mariotti (2012, p. 54) states, “the routine CBA at best includes the material costs of displacement (with typically an inadequate and arbitrary valuation of expropriated assets), with no account of the distributional consequences, no use of risk analysis, and inadequate analysis of income loss and resettlers’ income curve over time.” In effect, her research identifies costs excluded from applied CBA. Some of the omitted costs are addressed by literature on compensation of displacees.
2.5 Compensation for Displacement

Following considerations on equity in displacement, it is common for governments to compensate people affected by DID. As displacement often hits the very poorest, and with a serious blow, assets, cash, or a mixture of the two are often utilized to weaken the individually experienced negative effects of a project. In effect, decision-makers aim to approximate a Pareto improvement.

The exact form and size of compensation varies. However, it is clear from experiences all over the world that global compensation practice has not met desired standards. Indeed, the Asian Development Bank (2007, p. 1) notes that “the history of development projects that result in displacement is characterized by the impoverishment of those displaced.” Michael M. Cernea, a leading voice on issues of displacement puts it in a more severe tone: “such displacements are one of the most perverse social pathologies of induced development” (Cernea, 2003, p. 37).

Flaws in the compensation practice primarily stem from failure to implement existing economic guidelines in cases of displacement. The Asian Development Bank (2007, p. 4) follows a policy of compensation as to ensure that affected people’s “economic and social future will generally be at least as favorable with the government takings as without them” and notes several shortcomings in the valuation of land and other assets—for which, they however demonstrate, elaborate instructions exist. Pearce (1999) notes that the World Bank’s policy, too, operates a no-worse-off criterion and concurs that used methods for asset valuation are inadequate, as well as those for valuation of lost income.

However, Pearce (1999, p. 52) also asserts that current guidelines “fail to capture the full social costs of dislocation,” i.e. that there are problems with even identifying certain costs experienced by displacees. He also states that the full social costs of displacement include “the loss of nonpriced environmental and cultural assets, the loss of social cohesion, the loss of market access, and psychological damage from dislocation” (Pearce, 1999, pp. 52–53). This pinpoints some of the costs that are commonly excluded from regular CBA.

Inadequate compensation, furthermore, is known to present displacees with a number of risks of impoverishment. Cernea (1999, 2000, 2003) presents a nine-part model comprising risks of landlessness, joblessness, homelessness, marginalization, increased morbidity and mortality, educational losses, food insecurity, loss of common property, and social disarticulation. Unaddressed, these risks are realized and become actual costs, whose “cumulative effect [...] is the decapitalisation of resettlers, the rapid onset of multidimensional impoverishment, and the aggravation of poverty for those already poor” (Cernea, 2003, p. 40). These costs seem to pertain to the category of social costs described by Pearce (1999) above, and are thus likely to be omitted from a compensation calculation, as well as from CBA. This observation emphasizes the relevance of ex post examinations of DID, as it might uncover costs that, when previously omitted, caused a significant upward bias of a project’s net benefits.

As can be noted, there is an important analogy between CBA and compensation research. While the latter is often prescriptive rather than normative, it aims to determine what is needed for displacees to be as well off after a project as before. The no-worse-off criterion thus shares important characteristics with the WTA approach of measuring
costs, implying that findings in the compensation literature could have relevance for CBA issues.

2.6 Current Research on Compensation Issues

Few economists have set out to find practical means to prevent additional impoverishment caused by insufficient compensation—to our knowledge, the only two are Garikipati (2002, 2005, 2010) and Mariotti (2012). They have both searched for compensation packages that displacees are willing to accept for displacement. If one lets the term WTA include other assets than money, it can be said that Garikipati and Mariotti have in effect determined displacees’ WTA.

Garikipati (2005, 2010) was the first to use CVM to measure the (thus defined) WTA of displacees (Mariotti, 2012). Her study, investigating DID in the Narmada Valley, India, tests the propensity to accept different compensation packages consisting of four distinct compositions of assets and cash. She concludes that “the results of the survey suggest that the SSP-resettlement scheme, which offered a standard package to all the affected, would be better replaced by a more tailor-made scheme which catered to the various preferences held by the displaced” (Garikipati, 2005, p. 356). Moreover, regarding her method, she states, “this CVM exercise, however, is just the first step (which by definition is imprecise) toward attaining any workable model of voluntary resettlement” (Garikipati, 2005, p. 357).

Mariotti (2012) elaborates on Garikipati’s work but includes political economy and adverse incorporation, together with the existing practice of welfare economics, as a theoretical foundation used to explain displacement and resettlement. Mariotti, too, uses CVM in order to elicit displacees’ preferences regarding compensation packages. Her findings are concluded as follows: “participation in decision making, creation of secure and remunerative employment, and periodical cash transfers, would contribute to link resettlement programmes to the broader aims of poverty reduction and equitable distribution, thus turning resettlement into a progressive process” (Mariotti, 2012, p. 307).

Applying a forward-looking and improvement-focused view, Garikipati’s and Mariotti’s conclusions are ex ante prescriptive—a result of the aim to make displacement ex ante voluntary. They conduct their studies by consulting displacees by use of CVM in order to elicit a preferred, viable compensation package.
3 Research Design

It is concluded from the previous section that several measurement problems exist within the CBA framework, often resulting in the omission of certain intangible costs of displacement. Moreover, these intangible costs are increased by the impoverishment risks entailing inadequate compensation practice. As presented, the forefront of method development in this field has focused on improving the compensation process, making displacement ex ante voluntary. No ex post empirical measurement of the perceived costs caused by the standard case of displacement appears to have been conducted, leaving a gap in current research that cannot be immediately filled in. In order to help fill this gap, and to thereby meet the main objective of this thesis, we intend to develop, implement, and evaluate a method for measuring displacees’ ex post WTA to be used in CBA, applicable in cases commonly seen today.

We intend to develop a CVM-based method, using a WTA approach, aiming to measure all personal costs of displacement apart from loss of income and physical assets. The reasons for this intention are as follows: first, observed preference methods have limited accuracy in the case of DID since opportunity costs are restricted by personal income and no market exists for the comfort of one’s home. Hence, CVM is thought to be an appropriate solution, encouraged by the recent applications in similar contexts. Second, as the costs are borne by the displacees, we focus on WTA, which in the previous section was established to be the conceptually correct measure of social costs and must not be confused with WTP when the people in question are poor. Therefore, the WTA approach is deemed to be appropriate. Third, there already exists elaborate theory on best practice in measuring the loss of income, land, and other physical assets. We make no claim to contribute to this field, but focus instead on what has not yet been researched.

Furthermore, although the costs of displacement-induced impoverishment are ongoing, they can preferably, in light of the CBA framework, be accumulated to discrete, yearly spaced points in time, to facilitate subsequent discounting. As the functional form of cost variation over time is not known, we focus on perceived costs borne the first year after displacement.

All these specifications can now be synthesized into a more concrete task: to find a CVM survey method that measures the household mean asset-and-income loss complementary, ex post WTA for the first year of displacement.

3.1 Research Questions

The objective of the thesis being to advance the state of knowledge on methods for determining costs of displacement for CBA use, we first and foremost seek to answer the following question: would a method of the type described above be useful in achieving this goal in the stated context? To specify the question, we draw inspiration from the evaluation literature. In essence, it prescribes evaluating a method on four so-called methodological quality criteria: construct validity, internal validity, statistical conclusion validity, and external validity [Farrington 2003]. To allow for a more intuitive presentation, our evaluation will be divided into three dimensions, including the relevant parts of
these criteria as well as other aspects we find important. The dimensions are discussed below and each one is then specified with a research question.

Broadly speaking, construct validity relates to the adequacy of used proxies for theoretical constructs, whereas internal validity relates to the degree by which systematic error is reduced in conclusions on causality between such constructs (Farrington, 2003). While not immediately applicable to our case, an analogy could be a discussion about whether the number we ask for is in fact an adequate proxy for WTA and whether it is subject to bias. For our purposes, these two criteria are included in a reliability dimension. Statistical conclusion validity relates to concepts such as statistical significance and effect size (Farrington, 2003)—i.e. statistical and economic significance. In our case, we conclude that this criterion helps determine the usability of the method’s results. External validity relates to the generalizability of conclusions and normally requires several studies for comparison (Farrington, 2003). As this is outside the scale of this thesis, we instead aim to evaluate the method on a practicability dimension, in order to establish whether future implementation is feasible.

In summary, we have decided on three evaluation dimensions which can each be specified with a research question, namely, (1) reliability: how well does the scenario question elicit reliable WTA figures?; (2) usability: how readily can the WTA figures be used in CBA?; and (3) practicability: how practicable is implementation of the method? Together, these questions’ answers are intended to meet the objectives of this thesis.

### 3.2 Approach

The chosen approach for answering the research questions can be summarized as follows: first, the new method is to be developed according to the specifications established in the introduction of this section. The development is to be inspired and aided by existing CVM research. Second, the method is to be implemented in a relevant context. This is to be done in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. During the implementation, observations concerning the viability of the method are to be noted for subsequent analysis. Third, the method is to be evaluated based on the observations made during the implementation of the method.

Upon deciding on which approach to take, we examined widely used guidelines for developing, implementing, and analyzing a CVM survey, whose purpose in general is to elicit a statistically significant numerical value of WTP or WTA (Carson and Hanemann, 2005). But since our purpose is rather to evaluate our new method’s viability, only some of these guidelines were found to be applicable.

The first part of the development step is to lay down the components of the scenario question, and its theoretical foundation, guided by the CVM literature. Based on these considerations, we are to develop a CVM survey instrument. Normally, a so-called pilot study, which is small compared to a full CVM study, is carried out at this stage with the purpose to serve as a basis for further development of the survey instrument. However, our objective is not to determine a numerical value—as is usually the case and would require a very large sample and a minutely administered survey—but to analyze the viability of the new method, which rather demands that the implementation reveals the method’s strengths and weaknesses. Hence, our entire implementation step is to consist of a pilot
study, whose required level of administration allows for some margin of error as long as relevant observations are made.

The implementation requires some choices to be made about how to define what Carson and Hanemann (2005) call the population of interest, from which relevant data could be gathered. Given the time frame and our aim to evaluate the method, we have defined this population as displaced households in one single resettlement site, Damnak Troyung, displaced from one single development site, Boeung Kak. While implementing the method on more sites would have been ideal, we judge this to be sufficient to draw initial conclusions on the viability of the method. Moreover, we have chosen sampling from this population by use of clustering, a “common survey design feature [...] whereby multiple individuals are interviewed in fairly close proximity” (Carson and Hanemann, 2005, p. 904). Given the scale of the thesis, this enables a larger basis for analysis by more efficient interviewing. Interviews are to be conducted with a single person from each household, whereby responses are considered representative for the household in question.

In the final step, the observations and data generated are to be used to answer the research questions. First, the question concerning reliability is to be answered by analyzing the reliability of individual WTA estimates as well as the mean WTA elicited by the method, i.e. by investigating whether the estimates are subject to biases and if the aggregate of these is likely to affect mean WTA in a significant way. For this purpose, we are to assess the influence of biases commonly described in the CVM literature. Furthermore, in order to answer the research question regarding usability, we are to examine whether the elicited mean WTA is statistically and economically significant. While this analysis mainly pertains to this particular study, we assume it could indicate future usability of the method. We are also to address how potential further issues regarding the future use of the method’s results can be resolved. Finally, the research question concerning practicability of the method is to be answered by comparing the feasibility of implementing our method with the feasibility of implementing other similar methods.
4 Developing the Method

As stated in the previous section, the number elicited by the new method should be the household mean asset-and-income loss complementary, ex post WTA for the first year of displacement. The overall framework should be CVM. Below, these requirements are incorporated in the development of the new method.

The substantive part of a CVM survey instrument is the scenario question which is to elicit respondents’ WTA. Because of this, we commence this section with a discussion of the composition and theoretical foundation of the scenario question. Thereafter, we discuss the production of the CVM survey instrument, sampling, and finally, some general thoughts on the implementation of the method. The final product is presented in the appendix.

4.1 Composing the Scenario Question

To ask for one year’s WTA is supported and explained by the NOAA report by Arrow et al. (1993). It states that “it is reasonable to assume that interim passive-use values are additive over time” (Arrow et al. 1993, p. 4608) meaning that it is conceptually sound to elicit one year’s valuation and later use that value in computing the value of several years. The report further states that “respondents should be asked only their willingness to pay to eliminate [an environmental damage] for a specific period of time, say a year, on the assumption that after that time full restoration is assured” (Arrow et al. 1993, p. 4608). This statement means that the scenario question should, in fact, ask for a respondent’s valuation of one year’s impairment after which full restoration should be assured.

About this elicited WTP the report further states, “the technical information about the state of the resource, together with the respondent’s assessments of the flow valuation of the resource, can be used to construct a time series of passive-use losses which can be discounted to the present at an appropriate rate of interest to determine the present value of the damages” (Arrow et al. 1993, p. 4608).

Accepting that there is a valid analogy between environmental passive-use and living in a soon-to-be development site, a natural way to go about eliciting displacees’ asset-and-income loss complementary WTA, inspired by the quotes above, would be to first ask them how much money, at a minimum, they would demand in order to agree to be displaced for one year (they would be asked to think back of the first year of their actual displacement) after which they would move back to their old community and keep on living as they have done before (i.e. full restoration of previous state). The strengths of this approach are that it would limit the conceptual time frame to one year, which hopefully would make arriving at an answer easier, and that the received answer would be based on respondents’ own experiences, i.e. it would be a rather educated guess.

Since in the previous section, it was asserted that the new method should aim to quantify the asset-and-income loss complementary WTA, the CVM question scenario should include repayment of lost income by the end of the hypothetical year of displacement. Furthermore, as can be noted in the scenario question, respondents’ assets would be fully restored after one year, whereby the elicited figure does not include the market value of
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e.g. their houses. By constructing the question scenario in such a way, responses would ideally represent respondents' WTA less the perceived worth of their former assets and income.

In order for the WTA estimate to be regarded as ex post, it should be clarified that respondents’ hypothetical year of displacement would completely resemble their actual experiences of their first year of displacement at the resettlement site. Furthermore, it should be pointed out to the respondents that the sum of money received in exchange for one year’s displacement would be paid out by the end of that year. This avoids respondents thinking that they could hypothetically invest the money and thus alter their level of experienced utility during that year, effectively not answering with their ex post WTA. In conclusion, this would produce an assessment of respondents’ first year asset-and-income loss complementary, ex post WTA, hypothetically paid out at the end of the hypothetical year of displacement, i.e. a future value which, if fully included in CBA, would need to be discounted back one year in order to represent a present value.

The above considerations were incorporated in the scenario question in the CVM survey instrument. The question in its entirety can be seen as part of the survey instrument in the appendix.

4.2 Theoretical Foundation of the Scenario Question

What is the scenario question really asking for? That is a critical question that needs to be answered before analyzing the data produced by the new method. The answer can be obtained by figuring out what is left, compensation-wise, when both compensation for assets and loss of income is subtracted from the total compensation demanded.

When a person, during a specific time period (in our case, one year), lives with worsened standard of living, a number of personal welfare effects will occur, in turn affecting a person’s WTA for displacement. We can categorize these effects as consumption effects and asset effects.

Consumption effects are what happens when an individual’s income decreases (and their budget constraint is tightened), and, in effect, consumption with it. The individual’s WTP for the goods that they abstain from buying (or cannot buy) can be split into two numbers: first, its market price, and second, the individual’s WTP subtracted by the market price, i.e. the individual’s consumer surplus. Since the consumer surplus is not comprised by “real money,” i.e. is not reflected in the amount of money the individual gives up in order to enjoy the good (the market price), it will not be part of the pure income compensation and certainly not in the asset compensation. Goods, whose consumption is at risk of being compromised during displacement, are food, education, hospital visits etc. As a consequence, our scenario question asks, in part, for the aggregate future value (one year forward) of lost consumer surplus attributable to absent consumption during that year.

In asset effects, we include everything that has to do with an individual’s valuation of their perceived assets. In the term asset we include constant, ongoing objects or states that are valued and enjoyed by an individual such as a house, marriage, security etc. The first asset effect that occurs when an individual is displaced is that perhaps one of their
most valuable assets, their house and surrounding environment, is exchanged for a new
one. If the individual valued their old home higher than the new one, the net change
in total assets is negative. While this is restored after the year has passed, having to do
without it during that time is unpreferred to the status quo—an aversion that corresponde,
over time, to a value of WTA. Similarly, as the state of displacement goes on, other asset
effects occur, such as marital problems, changes in level of security etc. If for the worse,
these changes also give rise to intangible costs corresponding to a value of WTA.

In many cases of displacement, people become indebted and in effect increase their
assets, at least in the short term. If one were to ask the scenario question to a person not
yet displaced and back the offer up with real money, then there would be an incentive
for that person to, once displaced, borrow as much money as possible and in that way
increase their standard of living since assets are restored and debt paid off after one
year. However, since the question is posed ex post, respondents have to think about
what actually happened in terms of their assets during the first year of displacement.
Since the personal assets would be fully restored—the formulation used in the survey
instrument is “move back to your old community and continue to live your life as it used
to be” (see appendix)—the amount of compensation attributable to asset effects in the
scenario question is in fact the future value of all asset effects occurring during the year
of displacement. This amount adds to the consumption effects described above, to form
the total costs assessed.

4.3 Producing the CVM Survey Instrument

Over the years, an extensive literature discussing the production of survey instruments,
including CVM survey instruments in particular, has evolved. Carson and Hanemann
(2005) mention several books and articles written on the subject. Upon producing the
survey instrument for the new method, we have reviewed previous CVM studies (Carson
et al., 1992; Garikipati, 2005, 2010; Mariotti, 2012) and guidelines aiming to ensure the
reliability of the results (Bradburn et al., 2004; Arrow et al., 1993; Whittington, 2002;
Carson and Hanemann, 2005; Boardman et al., 2011). In order for the survey instrument
to meet the objectives of this thesis, a number of choices regarding its construction must be
considered thoroughly. The entire survey instrument, again, can be seen in the appendix.

We have used the seven sections proposed by Carson and Hanemann (2005, p. 898)
as an approximate basis for the disposition of the survey instrument: they are “(a) an
introductory section that helps set the general context for the decision to be made; (b)
a detailed description of the good to be offered to the respondent; (c) the institutional
setting in which the good will be provided; (d) the manner in which the good will be paid
for; (e) a method by which the survey elicits the respondent’s preferences with respect
to the good; (f) debriefing questions about why respondents answered certain questions
the way that they did; and (g) a set of questions regarding respondent characteristics
including attitudes and demographic information.” However, for our purposes, the chosen
order of these sections is rather: (a), (g), (b) and (c) with (d) included, (e), (f). The
reason for this order is that it seems more appropriate to ask all background questions
before the scenario question, and in this way prepare respondents for the main part of the
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Upon formulating the scenario question, we also kept in mind the guidelines as presented earlier.

The question of what type of elicitation procedure to employ deserves minute consideration. Literature on the subject is somewhat ambiguous: e.g. while Boardman et al. (2011, p. 374) describe how the open-ended method has “dropped out of favor” due to the demand it puts on respondents, we have decided it to be the best choice for this survey. Having insufficient time for pretests with varying initial values, we trust respondents to be the best judges for their own valuation—not least given the scenario elicits WTA for a recent experience, so utility levels should be known. However, Bradburn et al. (2004, p. 156) state: “using open-ended questions requires greater interviewer skill in recognizing ambiguities of response and in probing and drawing respondents out, particularly those who are reticent or not highly verbal.” The interviewers and their supervision are considered in the following subsection concerning the planning of the implementation of the new method.

Upon producing the survey instrument, consideration also needs to be given to the fact that it is going to be implemented in a developing country context. Whittington (2002) stresses three problems often entailing CVM studies in developing countries. They are (1) poor survey implementation, (2) poorly crafted contingent valuation scenarios, and (3) failure to test for the effects of the variations in survey design on the results of contingent valuation studies. In (1), interviewer training and skills are included and highly emphasized and as mentioned, these matters will be discussed below. In regard to (2) Whittington (2002 p. 326) states that, when read the scenario question, “the respondent must be (1) sufficiently intrigued by the story to listen closely to the aspects of the deal being described, and (2) able to understand the characteristics of the deal as the CV[M] researcher intends.” These points were kept in mind when formulating the scenario question. When discussing (3), Whittington proposes a split sample test to deduce potential survey construction bias. This is also suggested by the NOAA report by Arrow et al. (1993)—however, because of the resources needed, it is considered outside the scale of this thesis.

The first part of the survey instrument, i.e. the introduction and background questions, was inspired by previous CVM survey instruments produced by Carson et al. (1992), Garikipati (2005, 2010), and Mariotti (2012). This first part of the survey instrument was written with the purpose of enabling analysis of background variables’ effect on responses to the scenario question, and to induce the personal, internal deliberations needed in order to answer the scenario question.

4.4 Thoughts on Implementation of the Method

When planning for the implementation of the method, the interviewers should be chosen with care. Since the method involves interviewing some of the poorest people in a developing country, respondents are likely to be non-proficient in English. Consequently, either the interviewers need to be able to speak the language or to be assisted by interpreters. Whittington (2002) stresses the importance of interviewer competence in CVM studies in developing countries. He argues that the fact that the economists who conduct a study
seldom are out in the field with the interviewers leads to a principal–agent problem. The
same will of course occur even if the economist is present but does not know the language
spoken in the interview. However, the principal–agent problem is likely to be mitigated
if one knows the interviewers well and is present during the interviews. Whittington
further makes recommendations on how to train interviewers and presents a two-week
template schedule for this purpose—however, such training is outside the scale of this
thesis. Finally, Whittington discusses how cultural institutions could affect the outcome
of a survey. Ideally, interviewers should be aware of this fact in order to avoid potential
culturally related misunderstandings.
5 Implementation

Data for evaluating the method was generated by applying it in a context deemed relevant. We conducted 30 interviews, ranging from 20 to 60 minutes in length, in the Damnak Troyung resettlement site located on the outskirts of Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Displacees formerly lived in the Boeung Kak lake area in the central city, once displaced to make room for a property development project. This section presents both the fashion in which the method was executed and the resulting data, including general observations. WTA values were elicited in US$, the de facto currency of Cambodia. First, however, some background of the location in which the method was implemented is presented.

5.1 Boeung Kak Lake, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Property rights in Cambodia have been frail for decades. In April 1975, in the beginning of Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge regime, property rights were abolished, and the capital city Phnom Penh was evacuated, its inhabitants killed or forced to work in the countryside fields. A total of about 1.7 million Cambodians—one fourth of the country’s population—of which many educated urban dwellers, are reported to have been killed during the regime. The surviving former inhabitants could return to the city in 1979, after the regime was toppled by Vietnam. Many settled in whatever house stood empty and many eventually gained possessory rights: including the right to use and sell the land but informal in the sense that no official documentation was issued (Asian Development Bank 2007). Property rights were not reinstated in Cambodia until 1993 and the current legislation regulating land ownership is deeply flawed in practice (Asian Development Bank 2007).

This lack of formal titling has facilitated state-backed forced evictions in Phnom Penh: according to a group of Cambodian human-rights advocating NGOs, Land and Housing Working Group (2009), a total of approximately 130,000 or about 10% of Phnom Penh’s population in 2009 were displaced during 1990–2009. The 2001 Land Law was established to mitigate tenure insecurity, but excluding areas defined as problematic, the scheme appears to have worked against the interests of the untitled, handing the state an apparatus to legitimize otherwise illegal land-grabbing activities (Bugalski and Pred 2010). Today, land-grabbing is considered to be one of Cambodia’s main human-rights issues (Land and Housing Working Group 2009).

A widely noticed example is the case of the Boeung Kak lake, where more than 3,000 families have been displaced since 2007, following a flawed land registration process. In violation of the 2001 Land Law, the state decided to lease the land to Shukaku, a private company aiming to build a satellite city on the grounds. The leasing contract stretches over a 99-year period and prescribes a payment of $79 million to be paid to the government (Bugalski and Pred 2010). Such projects, offering upscale accommodation as well as offices, shopping centers and other amenities, have also been envisioned and commenced on four other sites in Phnom Penh. The projects are part of a trend of similar private urban development particularly popular in Southeast Asia, that has given rise to several cases of displacement (Paling 2012; Percival and Waley 2012).

\(^{3}\)Henceforth simply denoted by a dollar sign.
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As compensation, residents of Boeung Kak were offered either $8,000 or a house at a new resettlement site, together with about $500 for transportation to their new home (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut 2010). While a number of protesters still remain at Boeung Kak (Phorn and Zsombor 2013), many have accepted the offer; the largest part of which moving to Damnak Troyung some 20 km from Phnom Penh (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut 2011). Due to its large number of displacees, this site was chosen as the locale for implementing our method.

5.2 Execution

The interviews were conducted with the help of two students from Paññasāstra University, Phnom Penh, who acted as interviewers, interpreters and guides. They were assigned to us by our local supervising professor and were both proficient in English. These two students helped prepare for the interviews by researching the resettlement site, discussing relevant cultural conventions, buying fruit gifts for respondents and one of them by providing his car as a means of transportation to the somewhat remote resettlement site. We had a continuous dialogue about how to best conduct the interviews with the purpose to make respondents understand and in that way provide relevant answers.

The interviews were conducted on three different days, spread over a period of one week. The interviewers were given the complete survey instrument the day before the first day and we discussed its content in detail on the morning of the first day of interviews. The first two interviews were conducted with all four of us present in order to evaluate and improve the interviewing technique by discussing it all of us together.

When deciding on interview subjects, we generally drove around in the resettlement site and agreed on a random street in which we got off to talk to its inhabitants. Except for two of the first interviews the first day and one the second day (when all were present), all interviews were conducted with one thesis author and one interviewer, i.e. we split up into two groups. Using clustering, when we had decided on a street, one group interviewed some three or four people in a row on one side of the street while the other group interviewed on the other side of the street. The choice of sample is in effect affected by geographical availability but also by seeming availability of the potential interviewees.

Upon selecting a house, the interviewers usually approached it by themselves, with us standing a few feet behind, and introduced themselves, our objectives, and us. If the potential respondent agreed to be interviewed, they would usually set up chairs for us to sit on in front of their house or sometimes invite us inside to sit on chairs, a bench, or on the floor. In connection with this initiation, we usually greeted the interviewee in Khmer, which was often appreciated.

Once seated, the interviews could start. They were led by the interviewers with us sitting back and taking notes. During the interviews, the interviewers continually told us the answers of the respondents. If found necessary, we would interrupt and ask the interviewer to rephrase a question or to ask a follow-up question. We deemed it to be practicably impossible to read the exact same formulation of the questions to every respondent if we were to elicit relevant answers, although Whittington (2002) stresses that this should be done. However, especially regarding the scenario question, we agreed
that the most important thing was that respondents seemed to perceive the components of the scenario in the same way as intended, and thus, the scenario was often described interactively with respondents asking clarifying questions continually. On the same note, to elicit respondents’ WTA interviewers would sometimes resort to an iterative-bidding type of approach in cases where respondents seemed to be “bargaining,” stating a high value, or simply uncertain. The interviewer would thus try with a lower amount, until the respondent said it was too low. This was avoided until the respondent had made a suggestion with the purpose of avoiding starting point bias, but while seemingly helping to arrive at a more accurate answer, this too is against CVM conventions.

Given that the wording did not follow the survey instrument exactly, the version we handed to the interviewers was slightly altered before we included it in the appendix. No major changes were made (rather, changes consisted of e.g. rearranging the order of some background questions), and the included survey instrument is thought to more accurately convey what was said.

5.3 Results

Summary statistics of the interview outcomes are presented below. Clarifying comments are given and remarks are made on certain particularities, mistakes and late discoveries in the interview process. In total, 30 people were interviewed and 2 people declined to participate, meaning a response rate of 94%.

The first part of the survey instrument aims, apart from preparing respondents for the scenario question, to establish a profile of the sample. This includes demographic variables, as well as determining respondents’ situation pre and post displacement. As seen in table 5.1, a vast majority of respondents were female, over 50 years of age, most of whom styled themselves head of the household. This is likely explained by the fact that the interviews took place during daytime, while many men were at work in the city. While most respondents moved in 2008, a few came before and there was a steady influx the years after. Data on year of displacement was missing from one respondent.

Table 5.1: Summary demographic statistics and year of displacement of the 30 respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent gender</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–29</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of household</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of displacement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–2007</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As respondents are asked to include the whole household in the WTA figure of the scenario question, we asked about the size of their families divided on adults and children before and after the move. Changes in household composition mostly derived from
new children, but there were cases where some members had to stay in Phnom Penh in order to work, or where the household was split as parts of the family had moved to the provinces. In addition, as summarized in table 5.2, we asked about household income and occupations. The percentage figures in the table indicate households where at least one member is or was employed, and runs or ran their own business—they add up to more than 100% as many households were represented in both categories. Following the move, the proportion of households including at least one person running their own business had increased. While many kept the same occupation as before the move, several respondents were rendered unable to keep factory employment due to the distance, and instead had become unemployed or ran small shops at the resettlement site. Some overstatements may be present in own business income figures as it initially was unclear if respondents stated revenues or profits—this was understood after one respondent remarked that, although business income is the same, costs are higher at the new site. Indeed, private and business costs may be hard to disentangle and so no adjustments were made. Despite this possible upward bias, the mean household monthly income (in some cases, respondents stated daily income which was then multiplied by 30), had decreased significantly.

Table 5.2: Mean family size, occupations represented in household, and monthly income of respondents (in US$), compared between old and new site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Old site</th>
<th>New site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of adults, mean</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children, mean</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own business</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household monthly income, mean</td>
<td>$415</td>
<td>$219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents’ living conditions were further investigated, as summarized in table 5.3. While all respondents claimed to have owned their previous home, that number had decreased following the move. Reasons for renting rather than owning included using parts of the compensation sum for other purposes, as well as realizing the money was insufficient for needed maintenance, or needing to sell after relocation to release money. Aiming to set the stage for the scenario question, we asked for the level of utilities available initially at the new site. As presented in the table, respondents to a large extent did not have access to running water after relocation and many stated that the problems had lasted for several months. In addition, electricity was not immediately available but had to be plugged in—a task for which some people had to hire a professional. By the time of the interview, everybody had access to a majority of the utilities listed in the table.

Next, the process of displacement and relocation was determined. All respondents had been approached by the authorities, presented with the offer of $500 and either $8,000 or a house at the resettlement site—30% chose the former and 70% the latter, not least because houses reportedly gained in value after people started to move in. All displacements were voluntary in the sense that the compensation was accepted and that the move was not directly forced, but nearly all respondents claimed not to have had a choice, meaning
Table 5.3: Former and current ownership situation and percentage of sample with functioning utilities, old site and initially at new site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Old site</th>
<th>New site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owned house</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rented house</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running water</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste management</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

they feared that the move would occur in any case—and if they were to turn down the authorities’ offer, possibly with less or no compensation. Many stated that they had been threatened repeatedly by the authorities, and had feared that their house would be burnt down. On the same notice, a large part stated that when the lake was filled with sand, many houses collapsed due to flooding. Feeling unable to prevent that from happening to their houses, they had no choice but to accept the offer and move.

When asked what had become different from before apart from changes in housing and income, respondents shared many, but not all, views. Two respondents found the new site to be more agreeable, all-in-all, due to more calm and space. Most, however, expressed that life had become harder. With fewer customers and greater distance to a marketplace, business had become less viable. One respondent stated that there were virtually no public services at the new site, agreed by the many stating that the local healthcare clinic was more expensive and of low quality, and that the school was worse (one person preferred the new school but lamented the fact that it goes only to grade 9). Increased time and money spent on traveling was also frequently mentioned, and also induced anxiety about the security of spouses and children traveling far to work and school. The new area was also in general seen as more unsafe, and people said they worried about robbers and burglars at night. As noted above, many people that chose a house as compensation found they had inadequate utilities, and thus money was needed for repairs and installations. For this reason, among others, several households had become indebted as a consequence of the move. Since moving to the resettlement site, however, many respondents stated that things had steadily become better, especially in terms of utilities and security.

Respondents were told to keep these changes in mind when we reached the scenario question. Summary statistics are presented in table 5.4 and the sample distribution is shown in figure 5.1. For comparison purposes, the distribution of stated WTA divided by current yearly household income is shown in figure 5.2.

When read the scenario, many respondents started calculating their income loss due to the move. As this was not going to lead to a relevant answer, the interviewers rephrased the question, emphasizing ‘emotional’ costs rather than ‘financial’ costs, in order for respondents to understand better. It is possible that this mindset in some cases was hard to get by even after emphasizing the fact that financial losses would be compensated.
Table 5.4: Summary statistics of the 30 answers noted in the CVM survey on asset-and-income loss complementary willingness-to-accept (WTA) for one year of displacement (in US$)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stated WTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>$3,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>$2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>$3,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval (95%)</td>
<td>$2,448–$4,845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1: Distribution of the 30 answers noted in the CVM survey on asset-and-income loss complementary willingness-to-accept (WTA) for one year of displacement (in US$)

Figure 5.2: Distribution of the 30 answers noted in the CVM survey on asset-and-income loss complementary willingness-to-accept (WTA), divided by yearly household income (YHI). Data on YHI was missing from one respondent
Furthermore, many made comments such as “that is never going to happen,” and interviewers had to reiterate that it was a hypothetical scenario. Others said they did not want to seem greedy, or they declared that they were “not ambitious,” i.e. not demanding. Often in connection with announcing that they did not want to seem greedy, several respondents expressed a belief that we were working undercover for an NGO and that we were there to help them or to give them additional compensation. They were told that this was not the case but we have reason to believe that a few respondents still were of that impression by the end of the interview.

Eventually, though, all respondents gave an answer, save the two who all-in-all felt better off. Even though their evaluations of the situation would be relevant for an unbiased estimate of mean WTA, we had neglected the possibility of this situation to arise, so we had no ready-to-use question for that purpose and could thus not elicit their WTP for displacement. However, to avoid bias to some extent, they are included in the sample with WTA $0.

Under the central limit theorem, statistical inference can be made regarding the mean of identically distributed random variables when the sample is large enough, a rule of thumb being over 30 respondents [Brase and Brase, 2011]. With this assumption (omitting further detail), we have also inferred a 95% confidence interval for the mean household WTA in the population relocated from Boeung Kak to Damnak Troyung, which ranges from $2,448 to $4,845. This means that given that there is no sample bias and that WTA estimates are similarly distributed across the population, the elicited result of the method will end up in the interval 95% of the times it is implemented. As we do not know with certainty if this is the case for this sample, some sensibility and care must be applied when analyzing its reliability.

When asked about their understanding of the scenario, as seen in figure 5.3, respondents appeared rather confident, gravitating toward the “very easy” side of the scale. The perceived difficulty to determine an amount of money varies more: responses are distributed over the entire scale. This can be compared with the interviewers’ assessments, shown in figure 5.4 which in general appear to be optimistic about respondent understanding, amount of consideration given to the question, and certainty. It should be noted that these assessments were often made by the interviewers alone, since unfortunately we were unable to understand the vast majority of discussions and answers from the respondents.
**Figure 5.3:** Respondents’ own assessments on the difficulty or ease of understanding the question and arriving at an answer. Both answered on a scale from 1, “very hard” to 5, “very easy”

**Figure 5.4:** Interviewers’ perceptions of respondent understanding, consideration, and certainty. Answered on scales from 1, “very little/low/uncertain” to 5, “very much/high/certain”
6 Analysis and Evaluation of Method

In this section, we seek to answer the research questions previously posed, using observations made during the research process and data from the interviews. First, we address questions on the reliability of the method’s results by discussing bias risks in responses. Second, we assess the usability of generated results within CBA by discussing economic and statistical significance. Third, we adopt a forward-looking view, discussing practicability of the method in the view of potential future use. Finally, we present the conclusions of our findings.

6.1 Reliability

The first research question, concerning reliability, reads as follows: how well does the scenario question elicit reliable WTA figures? The question is in effect asking for the reliability of each WTA estimate but also for the reliability of the mean WTA elicited by the method. In order to reach a conclusion on the matter, we segment the analysis into three main parts describing the steps in which responders arrive at an answer. The parts are: respondent understanding of the scenario, respondent deliberations subject to potential bias, and how final answers are affected by these concerns. After this, the issue of sampling bias is addressed.

Understanding of the scenario can be discussed by use of answers to the follow-up questions posed to respondents and interviewers. As stated in the previous section, respondents were asked two questions addressing scenario understanding and the ease with which an answer could be reached. 93% of respondents answered with a rating 3 or more to the first question and 56% to the second. These responses indicate that respondents found the described scenario to be clear but found the deliberations needed in order to make an estimate of their WTA to be more difficult. We see these statistics as rather promising since a well-conveyed scenario does not make any promise of an easy answer. However, the results are contingent on respondents’ own perceptions and are subject to potential bias.

As also stated in the previous section, questions about respondent understanding of the scenario, amount of consideration given to the question, and certainty of their answer were directed toward the interviewers and ourselves. 86%, 75%, and 93% of respondents were rated with a 3 or more in the respective areas. Since our estimation of respondent comprehension should—at least in theory—be more objective than their own, these results are encouraging. However, the scale with which respondents were rated is still rather subjective and, in addition, relative to expectations. Thus, if respondents exceed the interviewers’ and our initial expectations, their ratings are likely to be found toward the higher end of the scale, even with non-perfect absolute understanding.

The primary issue affecting respondent deliberations is the level of hypotheticality in the scenario. This potential hypothetical bias, as occurs to a varying degree in most CVM studies, is at risk of being present in our sample, considering many respondents seemed to perceive the scenario as highly unrealistic. As previously mentioned, respondents saw no actual chance of being compensated or moving back to their old home, leading to
difficulties in coming up with a WTA estimate and in some cases disinterest in answering at all. This bias is inherent in the scenario itself, and another approach would be needed to avoid it completely.

Another potential bias is the non-commitment bias whereby respondents overstate their WTA because they are not faced with a real-life scenario in which they have to commit to their claim. In reality, they might well agree to less money than they claimed when asked the scenario question if faced with actual money. Were this the case, they might suddenly feel that even with, say, $500 less than their first claim, the offer would still be pretty acceptable as they would be able to use the money in many desirable ways. This bias risk is a fact in all non-transaction contexts, including our pilot study, and is never completely avoidable when asking strictly hypothetical scenario questions. In order to make a judgement on whether our results are subject to non-commitment bias, we examine the stated WTA–yearly income ratio as presented the previous section. The stated WTA estimates were mostly up to 2 times the yearly household income, which could be considered plausible.

When respondents perceive that they can affect the outcome of a policy decision—the opposite scenario compared to the case of hypothetical and non-commitment bias—there is a risk of strategic response by respondents who try to induce their desirable outcome. As mentioned in the previous section, some respondents remained unconvinced that we were students conducting a survey rather than NGO representatives. In connection with the expression of this belief, many people asserted that they did not “want to appear greedy,” while many others stated that they were “not ambitious.” Such answers indicate that there may be a question of strategic response in our data: these respondents have likely understated their WTA, bargaining in order not to risk being left out of an anticipated compensation scheme—however, overstatement is also a feasible result for people not perceiving such risks. The net result is thus ambiguous. This bias could possibly be avoided by further convincing of the purpose of the study—in our experience, though, suspicion is not always easily avoided. It should be noted that such statements could also in some cases be explained by a misapprehension of the scenario: some people may have difficulties seeing themselves in the position of making such demands as the scenario stipulates. This explanation, too, indicates a downward bias.

The fact that the scenario question was conveyed interactively makes analysis of its formulation more difficult. However, because of our continuous dialogue with the interviewers, we broadly know what was said in the interactive dialogues and are consequently able to discuss some potential problems with the formulation below.

First, neutrality might be an issue. The wording in the survey instrument, involving negatively charged words such as discomfort, was also used by interviewers, by their own account. If true experienced discomfort was relatively low, then these negative formulations would be likely to lead to an upward bias in WTA estimates. Indeed, even talking about costs and compensation might lead to bias. A solution to these problems would be just to exclude the strong, negative wording in the scenario question as to convey a more neutral tone and perhaps even ask everyone something in the lines of “how much would you pay or demand in order to be able or agree to move?” Such a formulation would also remedy the problem with our two content respondents, whose WTA we have now set.
to $0. However, our initial decision of formulation was made to increase clarity of what should be evaluated, as most DID victims would indeed be expected to have negative experiences of their displacement. This decision, possibly mitigating hypotheticality issues as discussed above, should thus perhaps not be disregarded altogether.

Furthermore, the lack of strict wording of the scenario question leads to one of the greatest bias risks, namely interviewer bias. Since the interactive interviews required the interviewers to convey their own understanding of the scenario to respondents, the quality of responses is highly dependent on the interviewers’ perception of the scenario. Before implementation, we did discuss the scenario minutely and we judged that the interviewers quickly reached an understanding of the scenario as we intended it to be understood. However, even with full understanding of the scenario itself, the interviewers’ chosen wording affects respondents’ answers. In our case, we have no means to control for this, but upon future implementation the problem could be remedied with instructions on exact formulation of the question, as well as impartial transcription of tape recordings of interviews or presence of a supervisor proficient in the local language.

We will now turn to analyze the nature of the WTA distribution presented in the previous section, in regard to the described potential biases. Given our experiences in the field and the analysis of data, we can, roughly and on qualitative grounds, divide respondents into four major groups. First, we have the two respondents that felt better off, i.e. outliers whose answers were set to $0. Second, we have the ones that did not want to seem greedy, whose answers mostly lay in the proximity of $1,000–$2,000. As discussed above, we have reason to believe that there is a downward bias in their answers. The third group consists of those who the interviewers deemed to have both the greatest understanding of the scenario and to have given the question the most thought. This group is assumed to have given the most unbiased answers. The answers were mostly in the proximity of $4,000–$5,000. The final group is comprised by the three outliers answering $10,000 or $15,000. Since their perceived understanding was mixed, no general conclusion about potential bias can be drawn. Overall, the net result of the potential biases is ambiguous but given the above analysis, the mean WTA seems reasonable. Furthermore, the relatively large variance does not necessarily indicate diverse levels of understanding and responses subject to different biases but could also be explained by respondents’ unique life stories and valuations. Hence, the confidence interval seems plausible as well.

Finally, we will discuss sampling bias, since much of the analysis is based on our sample from the implementation. As stated earlier, sampling was done by use of clustering on streets chosen essentially randomly, but in part due to accessibility. While completely random picks, e.g. drawn from a ballot of street addresses, would be desirable, our choice of sampling method and execution was mainly a question of convenience. As such, the ideal scenario conflicts with questions of practicability, as will be discussed further below. It is difficult to conclude whether this has caused a systematic bias in the mean. Possibly, people living on the same street may to a greater degree than completely randomly picked people share experiences and standard of living, which would imply that answers cannot be expected to be as diverse as otherwise expected from a sample of 30 respondents. Furthermore, they might have shared misconceptions such as that of
us being NGO representatives, reinforcing already discussed biases. However, such an occurrence was not explicitly noted. Finally, on a positive note, we acknowledge that clustering might have contributed to the high response rate, as people may feel assured when their neighbors have already been interviewed.

A potential problem of understanding and several bias risks are thus acknowledged, of which the most grave are probably the hypothetical bias and interviewer bias. However, this is hardly a unique problem for our CVM application and in summary, seeing this as a pilot test, we broadly regard the results as encouraging. Furthermore, since the potential biases were at times conflicting, the direction of the net translation of the mean is ambiguous. Given the above analysis we see no reason to believe that the sample mean has undergone a significant, systematic shift in either direction of the true, i.e. unbiased, population mean.

### 6.2 Usability

The research question regarding usability asks: how readily can the WTA figures be used in CBA? In order to answer this rather technical question, we have to examine whether the elicited mean WTA has a narrow enough confidence interval (with an appropriate confidence level), whether the elicited number is economically significant enough to include in CBA, and what can be done on the matter of functional form of the yearly WTA costs. It should be noted that this analysis formally pertains only to our specific sample. However, we argue that our results can still be held indicative of the method’s usability in a more general case.

A 95% confidence interval, computed from this sample, ranges between $2,448 and $4,845, which we deem to be narrow enough for making inferences about the magnitude of the mean WTA, given that the issues discussed in the previous subsection are not too severe. Since the confidence interval is determined by the individual variable variance and the sample size, the straightforward way to narrow it down is to increase the sample size, ideally including the entire population. However, since an increase in sample size is both costly and time-consuming, it impairs practicability which is to be discussed in the next subsection.

Since we find reason to believe that the true population mean is located in or around the confidence interval, the question of whether the figure is economically significant can now be established. To do this, we must compare our WTA estimate with another significant impact of the Boeung Kak development project. As mentioned in the previous section, 3,000 families have been displaced from the Boeung Kak area. This number, multiplied with the elicited sample mean WTA of $3,647, equals $10.9 million. If one accepts this number as an indicator of the order of magnitude of the true yearly WTA costs, then it would be reasonable to compare it with the yearly leasing cost paid by Shukaku to the Cambodian government. Since the company received a 99-year lease contract in exchange for a payment of $79 million, it could be relevant to translate this payment into an annuity and compare to the previously computed yearly WTA cost. Assuming an discount rate of 10%, the annuity becomes around $8 million. While based on somewhat weak assumptions, the above example clearly indicates that the order of
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magnitude of the yearly WTA cost is economically significant in comparison to this other significant impact of the project.

A final issue that needs to be resolved if the method’s elicited mean WTA estimate is to be used in CBA is, as mentioned in the section on research design, the functional form of the yearly WTA cost. As the exclusion of this discussion from our thesis is a deliberate delimitation, we will refrain from making any unfounded suggestions. However, as respondents expressed that things are steadily becoming better at the resettlement site, it is reasonable to believe that the yearly WTA costs are diminishing. From a technical standpoint, this is seemingly the last issue to be resolved before full inclusion in CBA is possible.

6.3 Practicability

The final point of analysis examines the practicability of the method. The corresponding research question states: how practicable is implementation of the method? After implementing the method during our pilot study, we can conclude that there are no unique issues pertaining to our method compared to other CVM surveys conducted in developing countries. As with most versions of CVM the method is time consuming and costly—we were lucky to have had the volunteered help of two students.

As previously hinted, there also exist trade-offs between practicability and sampling quality and scale. While clustering, as practiced in our implementation, improves efficiency, it might entail sample bias. Likewise, a small number of interviews means less time spent gathering data while decreasing the possibility to make statistical inferences. Thus, a balance must be struck in order to guarantee sufficient levels of both sampling quality and scale—as with every other survey.

Finally, Whittington (2002) raises an implementation issue especially pertinent in developing countries, which was previously mentioned in the section on the developing of the method. It is the question of interviewer skills and possibility of training—both severely limited in developing country contexts. We consider ourselves lucky to have been assigned two very bright students, whom we had got to know prior to the implementation and whose interviewing skills were very satisfactory. However, since future implementation of the method would require the employment of more interviewers on a professional basis, probably native to the developing country in question, these issues become more pressing. The remedy is the administration of costly and time-consuming interviewer training, which Whittington (2002) discusses extensively. However, neither this issue is unique to our implementation.

6.4 Conclusions

The main objective of this thesis being to contribute to the development of a more complete method for measuring costs of displacement, we decided to develop, implement and evaluate a CVM based method aiming to elicit ex post WTA for displacement. To reach the objective, our proposed method has been evaluated by answering our research questions. Having addressed these, we now aim to answer the main question: would a method of the type described be useful in achieving this goal, in the described context?
To reach an answer, we summarize the three areas of analysis. First, we argue that, based on respondents’ and interviewers’ assessments, scenario understanding was high, not least due to the interactive interview process. Accuracy of answers remain hard to judge but fairly positive assessments of certainty and similarity of answers are encouraging. We note, however, that bias risks remain, with uncertain size and sign. Second, statistically significant results can be reached through sufficient sample size and quality and given that our results can be held indicative of the order of magnitude of this measure of WTA, results are economically significant. However, before full inclusion in CBA, a hurdle remains in determining the functional form of costs over time. Third, the same issues of practicability exists as with other CVM surveys in developing countries: implementation is costly and time-consuming, and extensive interviewer training is required.

It appears that results are encouraging and that the identified issues would not be infeasible to mitigate. We therefore conclude that, while not perfect, the method might well be useful in reaching the stated goal, in the stated context, and deserves due attention, trial, and improvement. Although there remains a gap in existing knowledge on evaluating the costs of DID, we consider this a modest advance toward closing it. Our contribution is mainly the concept and design of this type of survey, and the demonstration of its feasibility.

Upon meeting the main objective of this thesis, there was a hope to create a basis for future, more effective CBA. While we see potential, the method is not yet ready for implementation in CBA. Since we see no impairing, inherent problem with the scenario used in our method, the one technical problem that remains is the matter of functional form of the yearly WTA costs. Therefore, after solving this problem and after further examination of potential biases has been conducted, no large hurdles remain. We thus encourage further research regarding functional form of costs as well as further trials and improvements.

Finally, we stated earlier the desire to contribute to compensation practice. After visiting Damnak Troyung, our lasting impression is that if seeking to minimize social costs borne by displacees, initial equitable handling and compensation appear preferable. Our findings go to show that this is in fact so, providing a case for observers demanding improved compensation practice. Improvement may come in the form of a higher degree of internalization of these costs, having developers compensate displacees for their ongoing hardships. In this case, compensation sums could possibly be estimated by methods such as the one in this study, given that the apparent risk of strategic response is sufficiently mitigated. Likely effects of such practice include achieving a more efficient equilibrium in the number—and nature—of development projects accepted. However, it can be concluded after review of current research on the subject, that monetary compensation alone seldom does the trick. Hence, improvement may better come in the form recommended by compensation research and us alike: compensation, non-monetary if needed, that is determined early through dialogue with displacees and that aims to maintain their standard of living on a permanent and self-sufficient basis.
7 Summary

Following the main objective of contributing to the development of a more complete method for measuring costs of development-induced displacement (DID), to be used in the cost–benefit analysis (CBA) framework, this thesis set out to reduce the gap in existing knowledge on the subject. The current state of knowledge provided us with the framework in which the methodological development were to take place. The new method was decided to be a contingent valuation method (CVM) survey for eliciting displacees’ asset-and-income loss complementary, ex post willingness-to-accept (WTA) for the first year of displacement.

The research questions, whose answers aimed to meet the objectives of the thesis, addressed three dimensions of the method’s viability, namely, (1) reliability: how well does the scenario question elicit reliable WTA figures?; (2) usability: how readily can the WTA figures be used in CBA?; and (3) practicability: how practicable is implementation of the method?

The approach of the thesis was divided into three parts: (1) development of method, in which we developed the new method given the specifications stated earlier; (2) implementation, in which we applied the method in the Damnak Troyung resettlement site on the outskirts of Phnom Penh, Cambodia; and (3) evaluation, in which we analyzed the data gathered during the implementation in order to answer the research questions.

The creating of the substantive part of the CVM survey, i.e. the scenario question which was to elicit respondents’ WTA, was inspired by earlier CVM research in the field of environmental economics. The rest of the survey instrument was produced by use of general guidelines and inspiration from previous CVM research in a DID context. The survey was implemented by conducting 30 interviews with displacees in Damnak Troyung.

Analysis of the method was performed using the data from the implementation. We argue that, based on respondents’ and interviewers’ assessments, scenario understanding was high, not least due to the interactive interview process. Accuracy of answers remains hard to judge but assessments of certainty and similarity of answers are encouraging. We note, however, that bias risks remain, with uncertain size and sign. Moreover, statistically significant results can be reached through sufficient sample size and quality and given that our results can be held indicative of the order of magnitude of this measure of WTA, results are economically significant. However, before full inclusion in CBA, a hurdle remains in determining the functional form of costs over time. Finally, the same issues of practicability exists as with other CVM surveys in developing countries: implementation is costly and time-consuming, and extensive interviewer training is required.

In conclusion, although the method needs further testing and improvement, it represents an advance toward determining all costs of DID. It is our hope that our research could help guide coming attempts to determine the full costs of displacement but also that it could inspire other applications of our findings.
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Appendix: Survey Instrument
APPENDIX: SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Contingent Valuation Survey for Determining Willingness-to-Accept Money for Discomfort Caused by Development-Induced Displacement

Introduction

The respondents are to be told that we are students from Sweden conducting a study on how people have experienced being displaced. They will be asked a few questions about their situation and presented with a hypothetical scenario to assess. Respondents should be made aware that this is merely a survey and that no actual compensation will be paid out.

Questions in Part I should be completed as quickly as possible, with focus on making respondents mentally prepared for answering the scenario question, to the best of their ability, in Part II.

Everything labeled as “old” below, refers to conditions pre-displacement.
Part I

1. Gender
   Male ☐ Female ☐

2. Age
   _______

3. Head of household?
   Yes ☐ No ☐

4. Year of displacement?
   __________

5. Number of people in old household?
   _______ adults _______ children

6. Number of people in new household?
   _______ adults _______ children

7. What source of income did you have?
   Employed ☐ Own business ☐ Unemployed ☐

8. What source of income do you have now?
   Employed ☐ Own business ☐ Unemployed ☐

9. How much, on average, did your household earn per month?
   __________

10. How much, on average, do your household currently earn per month?
    __________

11. Did you rent or own your old house?
    Rent ☐ Own ☐

12. Do you currently rent or own your house?
    Rent ☐ Own ☐

13. What types of utilities did you have access to?
    Electricity ☐ Water in or nearby house ☐ Toilet in or nearby house ☐
    Waste management ☐
14. What types of utilities do you have access to now?
   Electricity ☐  Water in or nearby house ☐  Toilet in or nearby house ☐
   Waste management ☐

15. Please describe the manner in which you were displaced.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

16. What compensation did you receive?
   House ☐  $8,000 ☐
   Other: ___________________________________________________________

17. Please describe how your situation is different from before, except house and income.

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Part II

We will now describe a hypothetical scenario. Although it will only be hypothetical, try to consider its implications thoroughly.

Consider a scenario where things turned out differently than they did. In this scenario, you and your household are still living in your old community and no development project or eviction is planned. Things are exactly the way they were before you had to move.

Now, a company representative approaches you and offers you a sum of money, in cash, which is to be paid out in exactly one year. In return, he wants you and your household to move to this resettlement site and live here for exactly one year after which you will move back to your old community and continue to live your life as it used to be. Included in the deal is the fact that you will go through the exact same experience that you have had upon being forced to move here: moving to this site in the exact same way as you had to move in reality and living here in the exact same way as you did during your first year here. Upon returning to your old community, you would be compensated for potential loss of income.

Do you have any questions regarding the scenario?

Our question is now: what is the minimum amount of money that you would accept, in excess of the compensation for loss of income, in order for you to agree to this deal?

Since you would be back in your old community, getting your old house back, and also getting compensation for potential loss of income, what you need to consider is what the move has caused you in terms of discomfort, inconvenience, and/or suffering, i.e. how much money would you demand in order to agree to endure the feelings you had during the first year of living here.

Some people might think that they are better or as well off here as before and would not demand a lot of money, if any at all, while others might feel that this resettlement has caused them great discomfort and would therefore demand rather much money. Think back on your own experience of having been displaced.

Think about it for a while.

(Let respondent think for a while.)

Have you arrived at an approximate answer?

Answer: ______________

(If no answer: Why did you fail to arrive at an answer?)

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
Part III

Thank you very much for your answer. Now, we would just like to ask you a few questions about what you thought about the interview.

1. How easy or hard did you think it was to understand the scenario on a scale from 1 to 5?

   Very hard  
   1 2 3 4 5  
   Very easy

2. How easy or hard did you think it was to decide on an amount of money on a scale from 1 to 5?

   Very hard  
   1 2 3 4 5  
   Very easy

3. Any other comments?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Part IV

(The following questions are to be answered by the interviewers.)

1. How well did the respondent seem to understand the scenario?

   Very badly  
   1 2 3 4 5  
   Very well

2. How much consideration did the respondent give to the question?

   Very little  
   1 2 3 4 5  
   Very much

3. How certain did the respondent seem of the answer?

   Very uncertain  
   1 2 3 4 5  
   Very certain

4. Any other comments?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________